What is TrinaPro?
TrinaPro is the first smart PV solution with an optimized combination of Trina Solar’s industry-leading solar modules, state-of-the-art solar tracker systems, and world-class inverters. As a new value-added product, TrinaPro is characterized by premium components and optimized system integration.

High efficiency is more attainable than ever
A greater ROI is more attainable than ever through TrinaPro, thanks to the bundling of all of the necessary components and associated services – including optimized pairing, installation, and support as well as custom drawings, structural designs, and permits – into one package. Optimized solutions include:

• Bifacial & Mono Perc Split Cell Modules up to 400w – all 1500v
• High Efficiency 1500v Inverter with state of the art system monitoring / tracker interface
• Single Axis Tracker with: Backtracking, Shade Control, Bifacial Algorithms, Smart PLC controller that optimizes for maximum energy harvest
• Additional Options: Energy Storage, O&M Services

Mitigate Risks
One of the biggest decision factors for North America utility and C&I solar project development is risk mitigation. This is primarily composed of design risks and component supply chain risks. The team at Trina Solar will work closely with you to ensure that all of the risks are minimized and managed effectively. They will help enable worry-free on-time project installation for you.

One Sun, One Solar Solution
• One Supplier
• One Solution
• One Technical Support Team
• One Customer Service Team
• One Logistics Team

This all equals time savings for your operations and procurement team - one-stop solution with one point of contact!

Who is TrinaPro for?
Any developer, investor and installer that installs in the C/I and Utility segment that is looking to increase their efficiencies and decrease their overall costs and installations/logistics time.

What products are in TrinaPro?
• Modules
• Inverters
• Trackers